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Central ROTC
cadets face decisions
about their futures in
the military after the
CWU program was
cancelled
last
month. .
These
students are forced to
look at other lowerquality college ROTC
programs in the nation.

Lip Sync BB was
won by a group of
dancers from Orchesis. The group
performed BAD'' by
Michael Jackson for
their winning act.
Some 800 students
attended the event
last Friday in McConnell Auditorium.
11

Wildcat trainer
Tom Spencer has
been hired by the
1~ Milwaukee Brewers
.i.VO
for a seven-month
~ stint
with
the
~ American League
~ baseball club.
former Mariner batboy, Spencer will
·~
begin his duties in

§)

~ - March.
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Trustees discuss business activity
By KELLEY R. WOOD
Staff Writer

In the beginning, we lost the Spring
Plant Sale. Before long the University
Store began limiting its lines of merchandise. Now it is cutbacks in Tent-NTube and the Ware Fair-what will be
next? The Observer? KCAT, the campus radio station? Theater productions?
These are only a few of the areas that
could be affected by the Commercial
Activities Policy that was an issue of
great controversy at the Board of
Trustees meeting on Friday.
This policy was approved by the
Board of Trustees last fall and was
distributed among the various departments on campus. The policy was to insure that all commercial activities were
in accord with the University's primary
purpose of discovering and creating
new knowledge, preserving and
transmitting it, and applying it to life's
experiences. Simply stated, the policy
was to insure that the University would
no longer compete with the community.
Mike Little, student body president,
initiated the report on commercial activities by presenting a petition with
1200 student signatures in support of
Ware Fair and Tent-N-Tube.
"Ware Fair is a sanction of good will
and public service to the community on
behalf of the students here at the
University,'' explained Little. ''These
services in the SUB are important to the
morale for the student life here at Central."
Concerning the Tent-N-Tube, President Donald Garrity explained that
when he came here, the shop was considerably smaller and didn't offer as
many services as it does today. It also
only catered to the students and staff.
"We then began to offer services to
those outside of the University community as a result of their request,''
stated Garrity. "Now the heartburn
that comes from a constant flow of unfortunate criticism and representation
of our University just isn't worth it.''
As for Ware Fair, it will still be held,.
but altered at the request of the
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce's
small business advising committee.
Merchants of the Ware Fair will have to
obtain a business license and will be
reviewed by the Ware Fair jury committee as to what can be displayed and

sold at the three day event.
Jerry Williams and Frank Erickson,
Ellensburg community merchants, attended the meeting and expressed their
views.
''This is a very, very complicated
issue," said Jerry Williams of Jerrol's
Bookstore. "We must settle on facts and
not by what we want and like or what
we don't want.or don't like. I run a
store in great competition of the University Store and have no intentions of putting anybody out of business. We do
have to protect the tax base of
Ellensburg.''
On the same note, but definitely not
the same tone, Frank Erickson expressed his views on the policy.
''This is an exorcism of bureaucratic
humanism, apathy, and fear," said
Erickson, owner of the Art of Jewelry
on 309 North Pearl, as he waived his
American flag at the Board of Trustees.
11
All I'm asking is that the jewelers be
eliminated from the Ware Fair. This
isn't a business restitution, you are supported by state taxpayer's money. For
15 years I've been under the thumb of
this unfair situation. It's like free enterPlease see Board page 4

NOT HAPPY - Frank Erickson, shown with an American flag,
protests the business activities of Central Washington University.

SITTING ROOM - These students crowded into the Board of Trustees meeting last
Friday afternoon as the Board discussed the community-college business activities.
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EDITORIAL
Involvement is up to stud.ants
By LOREN D. WOHLGEMUTH JR
Editor

At the beginning of the quarter, I had one goal-to improve this
newspaper. I had very lofty ideas.
We weren't going to print badly written stories,· we weren't going to stick
our collective journalistic feet in our mouths; and our coverage of local
events would attract readership.
So what happened? Things are still not at a level that I am proud of.
Our overall writing is not professional. The problem isn't that our
writers aren't good-they just haven't written enough to become comfortable with the journalistic style.
.
Because of this inexperience, the whole publishing process suffers-advertisements aren't properly produced and stories aren't submitted on time.
In one year, the number of staff writers on The Observer has decreased
from 22 to the six we now have.
As a result, our coverage of all subjects has decreased-a result that I
don't necessarily enjoy.
In that same year, the advertising revenue for The Observer has stayed
at a relatively stable level. This means that to avoid letting The Observer
look like the Nickle Ads, we must put senseless articles in our publication-often in the early hours of Wednesday morning-to fill the space.
- And yet, in spite of our problems, we continue to publish a weekly
newspaper-never missing our printing deadline.
Last week, we printed an article that stated our equipment is outdated
and getting very tired.
Not only is the equipment getting very tired, I am as well.
It is distressing to hear people criticize our efforts without taking the
time to come in and observe our process (no pun intended).
·
. One of the drawlJacks to publishing a campus newspaper is that story
ideas must come from the students. Rarely do we receive story ideas from
our readers.
These tips are welcomed, especially items about Central students with
interesting accomplishments. Clubs and organizations on campus should
be knocking down our door for publicity, yet none do.

Earlier today, I was given a copy of a survey conducted by a communications class regarding student opinions about The Observer. The results
weren't surprising.
90% of Central students read at least part of The Observer.
The majority of readers read only articles that catch their eye.
38% of those surveyed want to see more student profiles and activities
articles.
The group that conducted the survey concluded that the readers of The
Observer want to see more-more pertinent information, more eyecatching articles, and more clever advertising.
Isn't that the attitude of everybody these days? "We want more, more,
more."
We want our candidates for ASCWU positions to do something for us.
We don't know what, but we just want something done.
When was the last time you called the ASCWU office and brought up a
concern-other than long lines at registration?
Most of those candidates are quick to point out that they are there for
you. Why not take them up on it and put them to work for you? Push them
to make an effort regarding the absence of a cash machine on campus.
One of the other state-supported schools just got one, where is ours?
I know that I'm not alone in wanting greater student involvement-every club on this campus wants your attention. The fact is
the choice is up to you. You can go through your college days listening to
Tiffany and drinking those coolers or you can take an active part in this
community.
Your college is home to you for at least four years. Don't you think you
should take a peek out the windows and interact with fellow humans?
I'm not campaigning for more writers-I just want the proverbial
monkey off my back.
It's like my dad always said-"Don't criticize if you can't or won't do a
better job. "
As an interesting side note, the number ofLetters to the Editor has dropped off significantly of late. just because I might write senseless dribble
doesn't mean someone else hasn't stuck their foot in their mouth.
I can't think of anybody right now, but give me some time~ next week I'll
have a target for my literary abuse.

*
*
*

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
....

_~

Elections
were successful
To the &litor:
Is student apathy alive and well at
Central? I don't think so! Thanks to the
pre-election hype on student involvement, or lack of it, Central set a new
voting record with 1,300 students voicing an opinion on who our new
ASCWU officers should be. To you 25
percent who took roughly 28 seconds
from your busy schedule to vote, thank
you. To the other 75 percent, you have
another chance on March 3rd to choose
what seven people will serve you on the
ASCWU BOD next year.

Another encouraging action was the
support for Tent-n-Tube and Ware Fair.
Approximately 1,200 students signed a
petition that had a strong impact at the
Board of Trustees meeting Friday,
February 19th. Thanks to you and the
, many students who appeared at the
meeting, Ware Fair will remain unchanged. The Board of Trustees also
complimented the students who were
present on their maturity. This improved the appearance of Central students
and CWU as a whole.
Your continued support is needed,
though, as this subject will receive more
attention.
So keep your eyes and mind open for
more information and don't forget to

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

vote for your next ASCWU Board of
Directors on March 3rd.

who sale jsic) their goods also stay in
local motels, eat at local restaurants, go
to local bars, buy groceries and gas, and
yes even shop at 1ocal businesses!
As Assistant to the Ware Fair Coordinator this last year, I had the oppor·
tunity to talk with alot (sic) of the merchants. Many of them go to several
shows throughout the year in ''College
Towns'', and of all the people I talked
with, everyone of them said this is the
only show that faces opposition from
the town itself. If Mr. Erickson feels
that a three-day Arts and Crafts
Festival, or the "Incidental merchants
who stream through CWU. . .'' are a
direct threat to his business, perhaps he
is in the wrong business.

Signed,
Darin Pike

Positive points
on Ware Fair
To the Editor:
In reading Frank Erickson's Letter to
the Editor (Feb. 18), I was struck by one
thing: Mr. Erickson is quick to point out
the "bad" things that Ware Fair brings
to Ellensburg. He does not however,
seem to mention any of the good things
that it brings. He is overlooking the
money that the merchants themselves
bring to the town. The same people

.·1; 11 I,

Signed,
Lynn Niemi
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Bicycle regulations concern students, faculty
By BARBARA SHAFFER
Staff Writer

Students, for the most part, agree
with CWU school officials to regulate
bicycles on campus sidewalks.
Although student vote is not
unanimous, most say bicyclists travel
too fast in congested areas.
Central' s Board of Trustees decided
Friday that bicycles and skateboards
need to be regulated on campus. This
would protect the university from wear
and tear on facilities as well as liability
suits that could arise from injuries.
One proposed suggestion includes a
beat policeman to deter bicyclists from
traveling too fast. The policeman ~o~d
work at the Walnut mall area which 1s
considered on of the biggest problem
areas.
Student pedestrian Marty Taft says
he does not favor bicyclists traveling the
mall area during class changes. ''I wish
people were forced to walk,'' he says.
According to Taft, ''bicyclists do not
have any guidelines to keep them
slow."
The Board of Trustees however, did
acknowledge Friday that pedestrians do
have the right of way if an area is congested. Bicyclists are supposed to slow
down or yield to pedestrians.
Courtney Jones, Vice President for
business and finance, said Friday that
bicycles are still encouraged on cam-

pus, however, safety should be of
stronger consideration to the rider.
Bicycling is encouraged because of an
often large area to travel in a short
amount of time. Student Bycyclist Scott
Trout uses his bike for both recreation
and transportation. Recently however,
his bike has been a major source of
transportation after Trout injured his
ankle. Trout says, ''There is no way i
would have made it to class on time
without my bike:''
A separte bike path for bicyclists is
obviously the best solution says Jones,
but is too expensive. Trout, however,
suggests dividing the pathway into two
areas, for those traveling north and
those travelling south. Therefore
creating more organization. Besides
· unorganization, Trout cited one problem as the way people use the path,
''people walk four abreast in the middle
of the sidewalk." ' He realiz.es at the
same time that this is a natural way to
walk and visit with friends.
Skateboards were also the subject of
debate during the meeting. Skateboards
however, do not seem to pose a big problem in the minds of students or faculty
on campus as do bicycles. Alan Gulezain Professor of Business Administration, and Philip Backlund, Professor of
communications both stood and
vocalized their desires for regulating
rather than banning skateboards on
campus during Friday's meeting.

CYCLING -

Bicyclists weave their way through pedestrians in the

mall.
Bicyclist Rochell Munger agrees that
she has not seen the problems with
skateboards as she has with bicycles.
The proposed additions to the Administrative Code would make it
unlawful to use skateboards on campus. Those who do not comply could be
prosecuted for trespassing, and if a student, he or she could be charged with a

violation of the student judicial code.
Many students on campus have seen
or been involved in bicycle accidents.
Few students however, admit to seeing
or being involved in a skateboarding accident. There are many solutions in the
minds of students, faculty and administration regarding the problems of
bicycle.s and skateboards on campus.

Cascade Cowboys go out fighting

Lifesaving

By SUSAN MONAHAN

award given
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LINDA FOGLE

By SUSAN MONAHAN
News Editor

Linda Fogle, secretary of the art
department, was awarded a plaque for
her lifesaving skills.
CWU Local Union 330 awarded
Fogle a silver tray for her quick reaction
which saved the life of a professor on
campus. She also received and accommodation for her skills at last Friday's
Board of Trustees Meeting.
Last December 28, a professor came~
into Fogle's office with respiratory problems. She called his physician, and
was on the phone when the professor
experienced cardiac arrest. She immediately began administering CPR.
An ambulance arrived about five
minutes after John Agar, chairman of
the art department, made the urgent
call.

Four weeks ago, the Air Force officially notified CWU' s ROTC detachment 895 that their program would be
terminated.
However, that does not mean that the
Cascade Cowboy's will go down
without a fight. Colonel Richard
Thompson stated, ''Despite closure, we
are following the orders of our bosses.
But we have a unique way of doing
things-we are still expanding.''
Thompson is offering a course entitled ''Leadership Perspective'' which
will be open to all Central students. This
is an attempt to introduce more
students to the "blue suit attitude." He
said, ''The best we do up here is teach
leadership.'' He would like to see more
students learn the leadership qualities
taught in the Air Force ROTC program.
Although they can no longer enroll
students in the ROTC program, they
want to introduce students to another
concept of leadership.
To the cadre of detachment 895, last
- week was not just another week, but
100 Percent Effort Week. The cadets
were part of an effort to boost moral,
and shake off the winter doldrums and
the effects of the closure, which will occur after spring quarter 1989.
Although cadets are saddened by the
closure, they have an attitude of
business as ususal. Last year they were
ranked third in the nation, and are striving for first in the nation for 1988.
"The purpose of 100 Percent Effort
Week was to motivate the corp.,
demonstrate to the community we
aren't going to roll up our gear and- go
out with our tails between our legs.
When you talk about an officer you are
talking about a highly motivated person. The motivation level is up following last week. The GMC (General
Military Course) have never participated as much as they are now,"
stated Eric Holstrom, winter quarter

corp. commander.
The initial shock of the closure seems
to have worn off, and students such as
Troy Holland and Jeff Patterson are currently busy participating in corp. activities, studying, and trying to choose
another school.
For Holland, this is difficult. ''I came
here because I wanted to be a part of the
Air Force and attend Central." He
would like to transfer to another small
school, but has found that most of the
small schools with flight technology
were closed. Holland still plans to remain in the Air Force, and is looking into three schools. If he plans to stick with
his goal of becoming a pilot, he will
have to look outside Washington for a
program with flight technology.
''The hardest part for me was knowing the program might be closed. I was
disillusioned when the program was
cancelled, but still have to keep going,''
said Holland.
However, he is not in this alone. "All
the cadre are willing to bend over

backwards to help,'' said Holland. '' I
am just looking for a home now-where
do I go?"
Patterson said, ''This is a great program. On top of everything, everyone
really makes you feel a part of the team.
It is a shame it has to go." He described
the corp. as "still strong with a fighting
spirit, not going down easily, but
fighting to the end.''
He feels that Colonel Thompson's
support has been outstanding, also that
the cadre has gone out of its way to help
keep moral high.
Thompson said, ''While we are
abiding by orders to deactivate, on the
other hand we are doing everything
possible to maintain the best officer
training. We are trying to improve, not
go into a sliding mode but still charging
up the mountain, and will continue to
do so until we close the doors.''
Captain Jack Nettis, Commandant of
Cadets, said of the 100 Percent Effort
Week, "I applaud them [the cadets] for
their initiative and insight.''

Lessons given by students
By BARBARA SHAFFER
Staff Writer

Swimming lessons have become a
part of almost every child's life in
today's society. Central Washington
University's Water Safety Instruction is
a well established and very successful
program that teaches children this important task.
The purpose of Central' s WSI program is twofold. Not only d0Cs it teach
first graders from Mt. Stuart Elemtary
how to swim, but also it certifies Centr~ stu~ents to be lifeguards and give
swururung lessons. .
.
Dorothy ~durthser, direct<?~ of the ~SJ
program, sat
e pr~am is .compnse .
of students fr~m various ma1ors..
For the chi:1dren, Purser said . the
primary function of the program is to

teach them the basics of water safety.
The instructors try to teach three basic
strokes: the front and back crawl, as
well as the backstroke.
Although the children are young, ages
six and seven, they all seem to enjoy the
water. Swimming instructor Mark
Switzal said, ''At first the kids did not
seem to learn very fast and I got
frusterated, but now .I can see improvement.,,
Of course, teaching the kids to swim
is not the first thing on the list for instructors. Purser said water adjustment
comes before learning to swim. Then
. _. conies blowing bubbles and putting
their faces in the water. "This is very
-· - , hard for a child to do,', said Purser. The
final goal, according to Purser, is to
t h the child to swim across the pool.
eac

,-.
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Paulos, Sedgwick speak out
By NICK BEAUMONT
Staff Writer

Of the nearly 7,500 students who at- ..
tend CWU, the Associated Students of
CWU found that only about 1,300 voted
in last week's primary elections-this
despite posters all over the campus, and
pleas in the Observer to get out and
vote.
The winners of the primary election
for vice president were TJ Sedgwick
and Mike Paulos.
At last Friday's Board of Trustees
meeting, a number of topics were
discussed, many of which are a direct
concern to the students at Central, and
thus a concern of those running for positions on ASCWU' s Board of Directors.
The issues set for discussion were: (1)
the commercial business policy; 12) a
possible $10 fee for each class dropped;
13) restrictions on bicyclces; (4) computer fees-whether they are too high,
whether the means of distribution of
stickers in inefficient; (5) the lack of
com.lnunication between the financial
aid office and Mitchell Hall; (6) the
possibility of full payment of tuition at
pre-registration; and 17) the banning of
skateboards on campus.
About these seven i~ues, the above
two victorious primary candidates had
opinions which were pretty much the
same. The elections for officers for the
upcoming academic year is March 3.
Vice presidential candidates TJ

Sedgwick and Michael Paulos have the
following views on the above issues. On
number 1, the commercial business
policy:
Sedgewick:
''It turned out pretty well for us.
The Tent-n-Tube will not be open to
members of the community. What I'd
like to see done is keeping Tent-n-Tube
as it is now. The Tent-n-Tube will stay
open, but we'll have to work hard to insure it remains so. The Tent-n-Tube is
competing with a store in Thorp, and
that this is the competion about which
the local community is less than happy.
The local community should not have
to drive to Thorp to rent a raft or other
recreational equipment.
Paulos:
''I think the University has a right
to provide those items-services that
students need. The bookstore should be
able to sell pencils and pens-how do
·you expect students to go downtown for
that type of stuff?''
On the $10 fee for dropping classes:
~dgewick:

''The proposal is in the Faculty
Senate right now. It is not a fair policy
for the students, and should be for those
dropping more than three classes."
Paulos:
"I find no reason to have a $10

H·IGHLIGHT
! SALE !
JUST IN Tl~~E FOR ·
SPRING BREAK
FOILS, FROSTS,
SUNGLITZ - TIPPING

BACK

prise is a dirty word around here.'·
The question then arose asking if
Erickson was precluded from participation in Ware Fair. Erickson answered,
''It's not the type of enterprise we' re
participating in.''
President Garrity and S. Sterling
Munro of the Board of Trustees both
commended the students on their efforts to show up and support that in
which they believed.
An interesting note is that in the middle of this meeting, Jeanine Godfrey, a
candidate for student body president,
interrupted the proceedings to ask if the
meeting could be moved to .a larger
room to accomodate the ''ten feet'' of
students who were standing in the hall.
In reality, there were only ten to fifteen
students in the hallway, and these
students were allowed to sit in the
center of the room. The interruption
delayed the meeting approximately ten
minutes.
There were at the very least, 40
students packed into the four-hour
meeting on Fridav.
Another action on the agenda concerned the tuition and fees for summer
session and regular session.
To begin with, the tuition and fees for
summer session will show no increase.
However, as for the fees and tuition for
the regular session, a 3.6 percent increase was approved for the 1988-89
school year.
Beginning next fall, quarterly tuition
will be as follows:
DResident Undergraduate ... $439
ONon-resident students .... $1,528
DResident Graduate .. .... .. $621
ON on-resident Graduate .... $1, 851

The candidates' comments on possible bicycle restrictions are these:
Sedgwick:
"What they did do is a lot less
than what they could do. What is potentially worse is that they are going to ban
skateboards from campus. If they are
going to put restrictions on it, it needs to
be on the negligent use of skateboards.''
Paulos:
"Bike restrictions-right now I
don't see any alternative to restricting
use during peak hours, from ten-till to
five after the hour, between 9 a.m. and
2p.m."
About Computer fees:
Sedgwick:
"If that's a requirement for a
class, I don't feel there should be a computer use fee; it is a part of tuition. I
don't think it's a fair policy."
Paulos:
''I think the $12 fee is alright-I
don't see any problem with it. There
might, however, be a problem with
distribution; for example, it would be
helpful if the computer-use sticker
could be passed out at registration or
when you paid·tuition. ''

Growing up in a family where drugs
and alcohol were used, a family
member was mentally ill, physically
disabled or absent can leave painful
wounds. Individuals may find
themselves as adults

'963-1391
-Needing constanf approval from others.

- Putting others needs before your own.
- Having trouble expressing emotions.
925-2320

SCH EAST ITH • ELLENSIUIC, WA "926

Get

continued from page 1

fee. The fee is just meant to deter
students from dropping classes, but
there are otherways to deter students
from doing that. The other way is a
Course Description Guide Book. If
there was a Course Description Guide,
that would reduce the number of adddrops significantly. I would vote 'no' on
the proposal at the Faculty Senate
meeting.''

- Experiencing a vague sense of failure and depression.

$5.00 OFF

zH~-

Board

Into The

Swing Of Things!

If this describes you a workshop designed to help you will be offered
MARCH 4th and 5th at the Student Counseling Center. Please call
Julie at 963-1391 for information.

IT'S HOT

IT'S ALL NEW

It's "THE MORNING SHOW"
with BILL and SHAWN and now

Chiropractic
Center
962-2570
DR. Maynard Linder
DR. Myron Linder
DR. Sandy Linder
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg• Located close to campus

It's the same show but now
we are on 3 days a week,
with more give-a-ways and added
celebrities.
Join Bill, Shawn, and Leslie every Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday from 6 to 9 in the
morning.
Your contest and request line

963-1765
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ASCWU
Your 1987-1988 Board of Directors:

Mike Little
ASCWU President
Scott Lemert
Mike Kaiser
ASCWU Executive Vice President
Vice President Budget and Finance
Steve Feller
Representative to Student Living

Carolyn Car·v er
Representative
Organization

to

Clubs

and

Caryn Hanan
Representative to Facilities Planning

Peter Laney
Representative to Faculty Senate

This is the official newsletter of the 1987-1988 ASCWU Board of Directors

Student Participation Appreciated by BOD
Thanks to the support shown at the
Board of Trustees meeting last
Friday, in both actual presence of
students and . the over 1000
signatures on the petition, we gained
much respect and made our ''student
voice'' heard in our concern for the
continuation of Ware Fair and the
Tent-n-Tube.
For some background, the CWU
Commerce Activities Review
Committee made recommendations
regarding University Commerce
activities to the Executive
Committee (President Garrity, Vice
Presidents Harrington and Jones and
Dean Guy), who in turn presented
their decisions to the Board of
Trustees.
The Executives, in agreement with

the
Commerce
Activities
Committee, recommend that the
Ware Fair remain as is with two
minor changes: 1) a town's person
will sit in on th~ jury process and 2) a
list of Ware Fair vendors will be
given to the Ellensburg Small
Business Committee.
The Executives have also made a
decision to restrict the Tent-n-Tube
to servicing only university
community members and their
guests (ie. friends and family). This
motion overturned the Commerce
Activities
Committee
recommendation to continue rentals
to the Ellensburg Community.
This will mean a loss of
approximately $5,000 annually for
the Tent-n-Tube, which will

consequently have to be taken from
the Services and Activities Fund I
(made up of approximately $42 from
every full-time student's tuition.)
The Board of Trustees did not
necessarily back these decisions
with a formal motion. Rather, they
said that the business competition
policy process is sound, but may
result in unfavorable judgements.
The final say now lies with the
Executives, who will review the
decision at Monday's meeting.
Because this meeting is not open to
the public what you can do as a
student to encourage them . to
reconsider the decision to restrict the
Tent-n-Tube is to write letters to the
Board of Directors. Just a few lines
expressing support of the Tent-n-

Tube to remain ''as is'' will be
impQrtant to our case. We will need
the letters in SUB 106 by tomorrow,
Friday the 26th.
We thank you for all of your
support on these issues. It was a
great feeling to see the
disappearance of the ''apathy'' that
students have been accused .of
having. Both the Executives and the
Board of Trustees members
approached us after the meeting,
expressing their surprise and
excitement at student participation,
chalk one or two up for us!!
Please remember to take the time
today or tomorrow to drop us a short
letter in support of the Tent-n-Tube
continuing rentals to the community.
Thanks again.

Vote March 3

1988

General Elections
Don't miss out!
Have a say in your future as a student.
Polling will take place in Holmes Dining Hall. Tunstall Dining Hall and the SUB polling booths.
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Lip Sync awards prize .to "Bad" act
captured the ·touch of the sixties with
their act, making one reminisce and
think, "How come they don't come up
with groups like this more often?''
The religion came to us in the form of
Benny Hester, courtesy of the Central
Christian Fellowship and the Guy
Upstairs·. The air-band, led by Jeff
Jagosh, brought, more than a performance to the stage, they delivered a
message from the Bible.
Ah, but here we examine the best of
the best. The raisins.
The California Raisins-probably the
most original act in the Lip Sync. Dressed in stuffed garbage bags and bodypainted with shoe polish, they wowed
the crowd with the anthem of the
shriveled grapes from California, ''I
Heard It Through The Grapevine."
Motown should be proud, as should the
Napa Valley.

By GEORGE EDGAR
Staff Writer

The recent "Lip Sync '88" here at
Central last Friday has proven one
thing. When a group is good, they're
good; when they're "BAD," it has to be
the gang from Orchesis.
Now, before someone screams
slander, let's be real. Anyone who went
to McConnell Auditorium last Friday
night will have to say that Alex Harvey.
and her back-up dancers from the Orchesis dance class were one of the best
acts that night. But the word is that they
should not have won.
So how did they win? Were the
judges fans of Michael Jackson? Or did
Harvey really put forth a great effort to
win by memorizing every dance step
from the video?
No one will ever know, but the audience for Lip Sync '88 was pumped up
as usual. Some say they got their
money's worth. Some say it was not up
to par. But the Lip Sync goes on, though
Orchesis is turning it into a show for second place.
Aside from the obvious, Lip Sync '88
showcased a wide range of
music-albeit, some of it was of questionable taste. The 800-plus fans at McConnell Auditorium were. treated to
rock, reggae, rhythm-and-blues,
religious, raisins, and riots.
The rock was your basic run-of-tj:iemill stuff to keep the crowd awake.
There was a double dose of Bryan
Adams, and a Great White solo.
Nothing special, just filler.
The reggae was Bob Marley's "Buffalo Soldiers.'' If it had not have been
for some great backup singers and a
wild rasta wig worn by their leader, the
highlight of their act might have been
the bongo player.
The rythym-and-blues came in- the
form of Otis Day and the Nights'
''Shamma Lamma Ding Dong.'' They

The riot was the Village People, led
by Matt Braden. The marine, the Indian, the hardhat, the cop, and the
cyclist made up a group you either loved or hated. The audience loved them.
The judges apparently hated
them-and for good reason,. Had it not
been for offensive pelvic thrusts and
other undulating sexual gyrations, they
could easily have been the winners. But
it seems the judges never liked the 70' s,
let alone such outrageous crowdpleasers.
And here again the question arises:
what were the judges' criteria for
deciding the Lip Sync winners?
Oh, well. So the 1988 version of the
Central Washington Lip Sync is over
and done with. One could only.think of
other acts which could've been done
this year. Where was Belinda Carlisle?
Weird Al Yankovic? Buster Pointdexter? Spuds MacKenzie?
And what of next year?
Another Orchesis affiliation with the
Jackson family-most likely Jesse . .

-

-

JA<;KSON - Last year's lip sync featured Janet, this year
Michael's single took top honors. Alex Harvey was "Bad" last week,
but good enough to bring_home the gold.

Part three in relationship sari.es

Counselors offer help to victims of violence
By LYSSA J. LOFTIS
Staff Writer

''Sometimes a young woman comes
in and says, 'my boyfriend keeps
beating me up-what am I doing
wrong?' '' said Jackie Wittman of the
Student Health Center, explaining how
denial and guilt play a role in the lives of
some of her clients.
In therapy, Wittman aims for the
teaching of awareness and
acknowledgement of the abuse the
client is experiencing.
''Through the course of therapy, I
delve into childhood issues, adult
issues, patterns of behavior. I try to get
them to identify abusive behaviors and
to choose to say, 'No, this is not good for
me,' " said Wittman.
Wittman said that it may seem obvious to a so-called normal person that
certain behaviors are 'not good for us,'
but for a woman involved in domestic
violence, the issue is more complex.
As Shirley Fisher, a counselor with
Family Services explains, ''Frequently,
there has been a great deal of isolation
and brainwashing, so the person is desensitized. In treatment, we look at
what are the abuses so that we have
awareness. Each treatment session is involved with what is happening current-1y, and also looking at past issues
creating difficulties for us presently"''

Both counselors conc:luct group support sessions for women. Wittman offers a group for the survivors of incest.
With each client, she outlines at the
beginning the four stages of recovery
that a client can expect to undergo.
The first stage is one of acknowledging dysfunctional life patterns, called
the Information Stage. Next comes the
Flooding or Crisis Stage, when
memories come back. Often, the act of
incest has been mentally blocked out of
the victim's conscious thoughts.
Nightmares and severe anxiety often
accompany this second stage.

someone else will do it for her. So, an
advocate is best serving her client if she
encourages the woman to take control
of her own future.
Advocates are on call twenty-four
hours a day, and can be reached
through Crisis Line.
Crisis Line is a vital link to many
resources within the Ellensburg and
college communities. It has access to
mental health workers and counselors
for people in any type of emotional
distress; they can also offer referrals for
Alco~Q_~ and _Drug problems.
Addiction of any kind requires
specialized treatment. Kittitas County
Alcohol and Drug Dependency Services, located in the health department
building, is the clearing house for addicStudent Health Center
.
963-1391
I tion information and services.
Dean of Students
I . Director Richard Hopkins has a staff
963-1515
I of five to handle court- ordered treatAlcohol and Drug Dependency Ser- I ment cases and self-referred cases. His
vices {ADDS)
I office provides evaluations, out-patient
925-9821
I treatment, and referral to in-patient
treatment. They also have counseling
services for the families of alcoholics
counseling to women and men involved
and drug addicts.
in domestic violence situations.
Still, the primary source of continued
Fisher stressed that an advocate is
recovery for most alcoholics is through
there to offer guidance and immediate
Alcoholics Anonymous. AA is an
help, but is not there to "rescue" a vicorganization of men and women ''who
tim. A woman in a crisis situation needs
help sorting her options, but she is not
Please see Counselor page 7
likely to take charge of her own life if
longer feel driven by the ''secret'' of incest. Wittman said the stages are by no
means seen in any particular order, and
treatment for incest typically can run
from two to four years.
Wittman also directs STEPS (Students
and Staff for the Education and Prevention of Sexual Assault). STEPS is a
volunteer organization in which trained
advocates offer help to victims of sexual
violence.
Fisher is Director of DVSA (Domestic
Violence and Sexual Assault Advocates)
in the Ellensburg community.
DVSA advocates offer aid and

r------------------------------------,
I PHONE NUMBERS FOR SERVICES: I
II Community Psychological Services
I
963-2501

I
I
I
I
I

Crisis Line
925-4128

Family ServiCes
962-9861

L------------------------------------J
Wittman said, ''I tell tlrem that this is
their mind, telling them that it is okay to
talk about the incest.''
The third stage is the Action Stage; the
client is able to become objective about
his or her patterns of relating. The
fourth stage is the Power Stage. The
client is then able to make choices, to no
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CPPC N.ews
Central's Career Planning & Placement Center {CPPC), located in Barge
105, invites students to visit the office to
register for service, maintain a current
placement file, keep posted on campus
interviewing and current jobs, and
discuss concerns regarding career goals.
Current bulletins are posted in the SUB
near the bookstore, Shaw-Smyser and
Barge 105.
BUSINESSES
INTERVIEWING
WINTER QUARTER: The following
organizations will have representatives at
the CPPC to interview interested candidates. · Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, oefore the arrival of the
interviewers.
Lamonts (Fashion Merchandising,
Marketing, Business related & Juniors interested in internships) March 8.
U.S. Army Battalion (Professional
Opportunities) March 2.
Washington State Patrol (All Majors)
March 9.
There may be additions to this list of
recruiters. Stop by from time to time to
check the current bulletin. More recruiting
is scheduled for March.
BUSINESS FIRMS PRE-SCREENING
WINTER QUARTER: Each candidate
desiring an interview is required to register
and complete the placement file . Other
materials may be requested. Sign up at
CPPC by March 1.
Channel Program (Psych, Soc, Religious
Studies, Geontology, Ed Majors) March 8.
GONZAGA LAW SCHOOL: There will
be a group meeting March 1 at 1:15 p.m.
in the Taneum Room (SUB 107). For individual interviews, sign up at CPPC,
Barge 105.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS FOR
BUSINESS RELATED MAJORS: The
following group of workshops will be
presented by Robert D. Malde, of the
CPPC staff, at Shaw-Smyser 105 from 3-4
p.m.
Job Finding Skills March 1.
Resume Writing March 2.
Interviewing March 3.
TEACHER EDUCATION CANDIDATES INTERVIEWS: Candidates
must have completed their College Information Form and Placement File prior to
the interview. Sign-ups are posted one
week, to the day, before the interview.
Lake Washington School. District (all
subjects) group meeting only March 2. ·
Wenatchee School District (all subjects),
March 2.
Palmdale School District, CA (all subjects) March 8 .
Puyallup School District (all subjects) .
Mach 9.
Northshore School District (all subjects),
March 11.
Delano Union School District, CA
(elementary, bilingual-Spanish, special ed,
junior high choral music) March 11.
Hesperia Unified School District (special
ed) March 11.
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES: The
CPPC has several camps and companies
coming to interview for various summer
positions. For applications and interviewing information, stop in at Barge 105 right
away: advance sign-up is required.
ARA Outdoor World (Alaska)
Hidden Valley Camp
The American Camping Assodation
SUMMER FEDERAL JOBS: Summer
Federal Jobs Bulletin is now available at
CPPC. Those interested should stop by
and check Barge 105.

QUALITY IS THE DIFFERENCE

Counselors·
Continued from page 6
come together to share their experience,
strength, and hope with each other that
they may solve their common problem
and help others to recover from
alcoholism. The only requirement for
membership is a desire to stop
drinking,'' according to the AA · Big
Book.
AA was founded in 1935 by two men
who discovered that by sharing their
common experience with addiction
they were able to stay sober. AA has
over a million members worldwide,
and is more successful in helping
alcoholics than any other form of treatment.
AA was the first of the so-called
''twelve-step'' programs. The twelve
steps are never really completed, just
constantly worked on by the recovering
alcoholic. They are specific guidelines,
commonly referred to as "suggestions,"
that the alcoholic learns to apply to his
life, one day at a time. A recovering
alcoholic commonly makes the state-

ment that ''today is the only day I can
guarantee I won't drink." ·
The twelve-step program is the basis
of other self-help programs as well:
. Overeaters Anonymous, Gamblers
Anonymous, Emotions Anonymous,
Narcotics Anonymous, and more
recently, a group for "relationship addicts''.
As a member of one of the
anonymous groups puts it, ''The twelve
steps can be misinterpreted at first, or
people can get the idea it's some kind of
religious cult or something. What the
steps provide is a way to live your life
without being haunted by the past and
without fear of the future, by working
each step on a daily basis and applying
them, one day at a time, to your drinking and every unmanageable aspect of
your life."
Anyone wanting more information
on Twelve¢Step Recovery can contact
Alcohol and Drug Dependency Services. For other counseling, Family Services, The Student Health Center, Community Psychological Services, and the
Dean of Students Office all offer evaluation and referral services.

The
BUCKBOARD
WORLD CLASS ARM
WRESTLING
·TOURNAMENT
Featuring the World Class
High Tech
Arm Wrestling Machine

Tenn papers. resumes, letters. theses. placement files,
tape trariscrtption, photocopies

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVIC~
222 E. 4th. Suite D

925-9225

(comer of 4th and Ruby)

RESUME COUNSELING -- REASONABLE RATES -- FREE ESTIMATES

If you li~e Sa.turday Night Live"
you re gomg to Love ...
H

NATIONAL TOURING COMPANY
Second City Alumni
Dan Akroyd, Alan Arkin, Jim Belushi, John Belushi,
Shelly Berman, Peter Boyle, John Candy, Catherine O'Hara,
Severn Darden, Julia Louis·Dreyfus, Joe Flatherty,
Mary Gross, Barbara Harris, Valerie Harper, Tim Kazurinsky,
Robert Klein, Linda Lavin, Eugene Levy, Shelly Long, Andrea Martin,
Elaine May, Ann Meara, Rick Moranis, Bill Murry, Mike Nichols,
· Gilda Radner, Harold Ramis, Joan Rivers, David Steinberg,
Martin Short, Jerry Stiller, Betty Thomas, Dave Thomas,
George Wendt, Fred Willard

- Pre-sented by ·
'lhe (;apitol CJ:heatre & KA TS FM
Friday, March 4th at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: $12.50, $10.00 & $5.00
BOX OFFICE HOURS - 11 am to 4pm, Mon - Fri
(Showdays, 11 am until Curtain)
Use your Visa or MasterCard
575-6264

WEIGH IN: 7:30pm - 8:30pm
Eligible for Regional and State
Meets)
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Team brings home lost adventurers
quality rescue organization like
KCMR."
KCMR began as an informal rescue
group to help the County Sheriff's
Department bring the lost or injured to
safety or to the hospital from ''inaccessible'' areas. The group became institutionalized when · state officials felt it
would be good to have the Sheriff's
Department of each county coordinate
the searches for missing peole within
their counties.
The approximately 24 members of
KCMR range ill age and experience
from the young and relatively inexperienced Eberle to 59-year-old Gene
Prater, who was a part of the group's
beginnings in 1955.
Stanley says KCMR' s activities of
"assisting injured parties in mountainous terrain, or recovering bodies,"
are normally ''confined to the kind of
terrain that requires climbing skill.''
"The majority of accidents I've seen

By NICK BEAUMONT
Staff Writer

The Kittitas County Mountain Rescue
team finds and brings home · climbers
and hunters who are lost in Wilderness
areas.
The inspiration for KCMR came in
1955 when an army paratrooper dropped out · of an airplane 'info the
wilderness about thirty miles north of .
Cle Elum, and was missing for a few
days, according to The paily l,{ecord.
Members of KCMR come from county communities, including CWU, and

"The majority of accidents I've
seen have· been relatively minor,
such as sprains, cuts, and
frostbite. "
- Mike Eberle
gather for np5sions under the ~ection .
of the County Sheriff's Department.
Fred Stanley, a systems analyst computer programmer at CWU 1 has _been a
part of KCMR for years, arid ·senior
Mike Eberle recently joined.
Discussing his reasons for joinll:lg
KCMR, Eberle said, ''I think anyone
gets a ce~~ good feeling being able to

RESCUE - Fred Stanley leaves
his computer terminal when called
to aid the County Sheriff.
help someone who's in need; and also,
the more I become involved in rock and
climbing, the more I see a need for a

ice

75¢ Well Drinks
Tues.
7pm-11pm
50¢ Well Drinks
7pm-11 pm

Thurs.
HIWAY
GRILLE

Must Have l.D.
-===

962-99n

111w.8th

~IE 1 Lll2IE - llA\ll2llA\ll

~IEll:?Vll 1 CIE~.~

ILlr-IU.•

word processing
962-6378

CHIROPRACTOR
DR. DON A. CHILDRESS D.C.

f;=:~~:;:,

B.A.-EDUCATION
PE • HEAL TH • REC.

PROVIDING
MODERN SKILLS
FOR BETTER
HEALTH SERVICES
FOR ALL AGES

502 N. RUBY
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC

962-9796

LEAVE AVOID
IN THE NOID~

RES: 925-9495
ELLENSBURG

have been relatively minor, such as
sprains, cuts, and frostbite," said
Eberle.
KCMR is coordinated by Sargeant
George Williams, who says the county
provides no economic or financial support for the group, which he describes
"The more I "become involved in
rock and ice climbing, the more I
see a need for a quality rescue
organization like KCMR."
- Mike Eberle
as "pretty much a volunteer organization.''
For their expenses, Williams says
those of the group who go out on rescue
operations can make a claim for reimbursement from the state Department
of Emergency Management.

c{jodf£ a'!fl'o
Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Fill it to the Rim?
If you are like many Americans,
you can't wake up and face the
day until you've had that first cup
of coffee. This wake-up effect is
caused by the stimulant caffeine.
Here are some facts you may want
to know about this drug. Caffeine
increases respiration and heart
rate, blood pressure and the
secretion of stress hormones. It
also has a direct stimulating effect
on parts of the brain responsible
for thought processes and muscle
coordination. The wake-up effect
reaches its peak within one hour of
consumption. Although caffeine is
not addicting, it is habit-forming
and the body adapts to its use.
Sudden abstinence after long-term
moderate use can . cause
headaches. Consequently, if you
would like to reduce your caffeine
intake, do so gradually to avoid
these headaches.

925-6941
505 N. Pine
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

II

DOMINO'S
·
PIZZA
. . DELIVERS®
- · ®FREE.

M*~'~Ll00~~~~~X7/~~
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RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
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(800) 325-9759

CITICORP PLAZA, 725 S. FIGUEROA ST., SUITE 3100
LOS ANGELES, CA 9001 Z ·.PHONE: (213) 955-4900
){

r···· l '~·'"'······
:$3.00 OFF i
I

Lunch tor 2

: Get 53.00 off any 16" large fiveitem or more pizza

.,~.

art

DOMINO'S

I Order a 12" two-item p1zz2 for
ly S4 95. Good between 11ar11 ::pr·
I r:aily.
I
I One coupon per pizza
I
I c:xp1res 3-6-ss
:
Fast. Free Delivery ··
I
I Good at listed loca1ions.
I
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1
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1.$4.95
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I
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by Will Vinton Productions. Inc.
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Renowned musicians host class
-----··------By BARRARA RADKE

written by Coldwell-Banker ThayerCase Realty, Ellensburg, in cooperation
with the CWU Foundation. Robert
Case II, former member of the CWU
Board of Trustees, is a family friend of
Buswell, and arranged the musicians'
Ellensburg visit.
Buswell and Parnas will also perform
Saturday evening at the Capitol Theatre
in Yakima, as Soloists with the Yakima
Symphony Orchestra. Both are
members of the prestigious Lincoln
Center Chamber Music Society in New
York, with Buswell currently serving as
principal violinist. Paranas is a charter
member of that ensemble, which per-

University Relations

Distinguished classical musicians
James Buswell, Boston violinist, and
Leslie Paranas, New York cellist, will
hold master classes on campus tomorrow.
The 2-4:30 p.m. tutorials for CWU' s
best student musicians, as well as for
selected high school students from
around the state, will be coordinated by
Dr. Wendy Richards and Dr. Edward
Dixon, CWU music professors.
CWU master classes taught by
Buswell and Paranas are being under-

Huskies start new m-agazine,
invite CWU participation
Students who would like to submit
their written work for publication
may be interested in the University
of Washington's new periodical,
Soundings.
The periodical's first issue will be
published by the end of March, and ·
will contain a variety of essays, articles and a few short works of fiction and poetry by graduate and
undergraduate students around the
Pacific Northwest.
Editors of Soundings are now
seeking submissions from students
concerning contemporary topics of a

political and social nature. The
works may be produced individually
-or within a classroom setting.
The March issue of Soundings has
a' deadline of March 1, but
manuscripts for future issues are
also being accepted at this time.
Students should include sufficient
postage for the return of their
manuscripts.
For more information, call (206)
543-9456, or after 5 p.m., contact
either Eric Saul at (206) 328-5570 or
Matt Rasmussen at (206) 632-9200.

formed for the inauguration of President Reagan.
Buswell, a faculty member at the
New England Conservatory of Music,
was the 1962 . winner of the Merriwether Post Competition in
Washington, D.C., making his concert
debut ¥.ith the National Symphony.
The following year, he won a Martha
Baird Rockefeller Grant to tour the U.S.
with the Baltimore Symphony.
Before joining the conservatory faculty, Buswell taught at Indiana University, Bloomingtori, where he founded and
conducted the IU Chamber Orchestra.
Pamas won the Prix Pablo Casals in

Paris at the 1957 International Cello
Competition, followed by another major prize at the 1962 Tchaikovsky Competition. Casals, the giant of 20th century cellists, described Parnas as ''one
of the most outstanding cellists of our
time''; he served as Pamas' mentor during the younger cellist's frequent appearances at . the Casals Festival in
Prades and Puerto Rico.
Completing six concert tours of the
Soviet Union, as well as performing
throughout the U.S. and Europe, Pamas
has appeared with the New York
Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, and
Philadelphia Orchestra.

Internal Revenue se·rvice
Income Tax Assistance

Hometown Taxpayer Service
SUB Yakima Room
Open to the ~ublic

Thursday, Feb. 25
7 to 9 p.m.

mm mm
·
Libu.ry
Home.fo11>n

mmQrn

BODY TANNING

SALE!!!
FREE VISITS

with packages

PURCHASE BEFORE MARCH 15.

5 visits $15.00 with 1 FREE!!
12 visits $30.00 with 2 FREE!!
26 visits 1 month $40.00

Tiie
BUCKBOARD
************

Robin Rocks Us On Wednesday!
9:00pm - 1:OOam
$1 .00 Pounder Specials
I

************

iff~--

Tuesday, March 1
Arm Wrestling
Tournament!
Weigh in:
7:30pm - 8:30pm

Spend a few
.
.
h
exc1t1ng ours
each ,.~eek
atCWU
this spring.

Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead. And
develop the confidence and skills you won't
~~ -~
get from a textbook. Enroll in Army ROTC
~~
-~~ ~~=- -~ as one of your electives. Get the facts today.
_

- _

-

t

_

************

Live Music Friday
and Saturday,
February 26 - 27

TY~

For more information, contact John Stratton
at 202 Peterson Hall. Or call 963-3518.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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SPORTS
Central hoopsters avenge only home loss
By

GEORGE

EDGAR

Staff Writer

The Central men's basketball team
took out its broom and dustpan last
weekend, treating their Alaskan hosts
rudely in sweeping a pair of District I
games from their northern foes.
The Wildcats blasted Sheldon
Jackson 107-73 in Sitka on Saturday,
then knocked off Alaska _Southeast in
Juneau the following day 92-79.
The two wins upped Central's
record to 13-4 in NAIA District I play
and 20-9 overall, to solidify its hold on
second place. Western Washington is
the leader et 13-2 and 22-5, and will
have the home-court advantage
throughout the playoffs.
The final two playoff spots will most
likely be taken by Lewis Clark State
and Simon Fraser. There could also be
a fifth spot open for Pacific Lutheran,
providing it can match the record of
the fourth-place team in District I.
As of right now, Central' s first
playoff opponent could be Lewis Clark
State up at Nicholson Pavilion. Central
has beaten the Warriors twice already
this season, but it's a question of
whether the game will be played on
either March 1, or 3.
The Wildcats have swept the Warriors in their season series of two
games, with LCSC having lost the last
15 it has played in the Pavilion. The
Warriors are led by
Stevie
Snow, who is averaging 30 points over
his last five games.
Central will close its season this
Thursday night at St. Martm' sin Lacey
at 7:30 pm.
Last Saturday, Carl Aaron became
the third player in Central history to
score 30 points in back-to-back games.
Against Puget Sound, he canned 36
points in a 79-71 win over the Loggers.

He practically did the same thing
against Sheldon Jackson, hitting an
even 30 in the 'Cats rout.
The last Wildcats to score 30 back-toback were Mel Cox, who did it twice
back in 1965 and 1967, and Richard
Hanson during the 1972 campaign.
Steve Evenson contributed 14 points
and 11 rebounds in the win; Art
Haskins and Tim Brown chipped in
with 11 points apiece. Dave Padgett
led SJU with 19 points and 12 boards.
It was Central' s record-setting seventh
100-point game this year.
The 'Cats had a much tougher game
against Alaska Southeast on Sunday.
Head coach Dean Nicholson cited jet
lag as one of the problems.
''It bothered us both days,'' said
Nicholson. ''Just tiring, we got down to
Juneau late and got bounced around up
there. But our team showed a lot of
composure and put two good games
together.''
In the opening minutes, the Whales
hit three from three-point range to take
a 1 i-3 lead, then traded shots with the
Wildcats the rest of the half, being tied
at 36-36 at one point.
Then Art Haskins put Central in the
lead for good with a bucket that broke
the tie; then Aaron ignited an 8-0 run
enroute to a 48-41 lead at halftime.
With nine minutes remaining in the
game, Alaska reeled off nine straight
points to pull within one of Central at
67-66. Aaron ignited the 'Cats with six
points in a 12-2 spurt to put the game
away.
Aaron fell short in hitting 30 in three
straight games, getting 29 against the
Whales, along with 13 rebounds.
Haskins was the only other Wildcat in
double figures, scoring 20 points.
The Whales, now 9-8 in District I
and 17-19 overall, were eliminated

Spencer hired by pro club ·

from playoff contention with the loss.
Damon Lowery scored 26 points in a
losing effort for Alaska SE.
Though they have won 20 games this
season, it appears that Central has had
a sub-par year by Wildcat standards.
But Nicholson points out there were
certain factors that figured into the
season.

Swimmers win district meet
By MAIT BRADEN
Staff Writer

Over the last seven years, the CWU
men's and women's swim teams have
looked a lot like the NBA' s L.A. Lakers
in league competition-unbeatable.
Last weekend they proved
themselves once again, completely
· dominating the NAIA istrict I and II
championships held at Evergreen State
College in Olympia.
With their victory this year, the men
have won the meet seven-straight
years; and the women have fiveconsecutive titles.
''This was probably one of the top
three district meets I've ever witnessed
in my twenty-two years as coach,''
head coach Bob Gregson said.
When will this utter domination
end? Who knows. But Central is enjoying its superiority, while its opponents just sit and watch, wondering
if it will ever end. However, with winning comes rivalry. And head coach
Bob Gregson is feeling a bit of turbulence beginning to stir around the
league.
"We are starting to pay the price for
all our winning; we are now being
looked upon as the villian at meets,''
Gregson said. "I don't like the feeling,
but what can you do?" ·
What they can do is continue to

''This was probably one of the
top three district meets I've ever
witnessed in my 22 years as
coach.''

- Bob Gregson

TAPING - Tom Spencer demonstrates how to add support to
an injured ankle on Mike Smith, a red-shirt basketball player for
Central.

By Neal Sturgeon
Contributing writer

Tom Spencer will be up to his ears in
bandages next March. No, he doesn't
expect to get injured. He's been hired
as a trainer for the Milwaukee Brewers
this season.
Spencer, who has been fixing battered athletes at CWU for the last four
y~ars, will begin his seven-month stint
with the Brewers, a _Professi~nal team

based out of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
on March 5, after winter quarter finals.
From Mariner's bat boy, to one of
Central's top trainers under Gary
Smith, Tom has been heavily involved
with baseball teams ever since he can
remember, and looks forward to his
opportunity in the major league circuit.
"It's like a dremn come true. I've
Please see

Spencer
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''This team played a very tough
schedule. We went to Montana.
Oregon Tech, Eastern Washington and
Puget Sound twice. Our schedule was
very tough. We've played close to our
capabilities, and it's going to give a
good account of itself in the playoffs.''

humble their opponents in the pool
and on the scoreboard. The district
meet exemplified just that. The lady
'Cats amassed 767 points, with Pacific
Lutheran and Puget Sound the next
closest with 508 and 502.5 points,
respectively.
The men swamped the competition
as well. Central totaled 717 points,
leaving UPS (566), PLU (404), and
Lewis and Clark College (399)
bewildered.
Besides these four, Central also had
five other district champions. Jeff
Hillis and Cyndi Hudon had dual wins,
while Arie Moss, Laura Hill, and Debbie Gray swam to single individual victories.
Hudon won both sprint freestyles,
the 50 in 25.04, and the 100 in 54.80,
while taking second place in the 200
(2:00.18).
Hillis matched her finishes by winning the 100 (1:00.25) and 200 (2:12.09)
breaststroke events, while being edged
out for first place by .16 seconds in the
200 individual medley (2:00.36).
Laura Hill and Debbie Gray showed
no greed.
Hill won the 100
breaststroke (1:09.75) with Gray in second place (1:10.02). The placement
for the 200 breaststroke was the exact
opposite. Gray swam it in 2:31.44, and
Hill in 2:32.84.

Although it appeared the 'Cats were
swimming in their own pool, Gregson
said, ''The league is much tougher this
year because of talented teams like
PLU and UPS. The quality of the meet
was much higher than in past years.''
Quality and talent aside, Central
statistically ruled the meet. The
women won 10 out of 13 individual
events, and three of five relays. They
also had 26 individual swims placing'in
the top eight. The men swam equally
well, winning nine of 13 individual
events and all three relays. Also, 28 individual efforts finished in the top
eight.
Four Central stars were commended
for their performances. Tom Harn,
Tom Drury, Sharon Wilson (all defending national champions), and Chris
Hayden won all three of their solo
races, making them the meet' s only
nominees for the Most Outstanding
Swimmer Award. Harn and Wilson
walked away with the honors.
Harn has been a leading force during
his four years as a Wildcat. In three national meets, he has received AllAmerican honors (awarded to the top
six finishers) 18 times (the maximum
number possible). The district meet
saw him race to victory in three
freestyle events.
He finished the
50-yard in 21.84, the 100 at 46.80, and
the 200 in 1:42.32.
Coach Gregson, quite obviously, has
been impressed by Harn' s career as a
'Cat. With his times as fast as they are,
''He's coming close to qualifying for
the Olympic Trials,'' he said.
Drury was the other male scoring a
''hat trick,'' but in the meet' s three
longest events, the 400 individual
medley (4: 16.85), the 500 free
(4:45.42), and 1650-yard free
(16:37.29).
The top women's swimmer, Sharon
Wilson, made waves in the 400 individual medley (4:35.93), the 100
back (1:00.55), and swam an amazing
2:09.96 in the 200 back. That time surpassed the national record, but will not
be engraved in the record books
because it was not set at the national
meet.
''The only other Central swimmer
who I can recall breaking a national
record in season was John Sayre, probably the best all-around swimmer in
Central's history," Gregson said.
The alternate for the Outstanding
Swimmer Award, Chris Hayden,
swam the meet' s longest freestyle
events to victory. She finished the 200
in 1:58.93, the 500 in 5:16.09, and the
grueling 1650 in 18:11.85.
Moss successfully completed the 100
back in 55. 71; and his time of 2:06.08
in the 200 back resulted in third place,
behind teammate Buzz Vickery who
swam the event in 2:05.17.
Overall, the women are sending 36
swimmers to the NAIA Swimming and
Please see Swimmers page 11
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Swimmers
Continued from page 10
Diving Champion~hips next week in
Orlando, Florida; the men are sending
twenty-five. Gregson expects to find
schools with more depth than Central,
which could jeopardize the men's
chances of winning the title a third
straight year.
However, we won't know until next
week if the reign will continue.

Spencer
continued from page 10
always wanted to play baseball on the
pro level, but I didn't have the skill
level to become a pro. I realized that in
high school, so I got into the training

room as a trainer, and found that I real~
ly liked that side of it.
· ''I've been sending my resume out' to
pro clubs for four years," Spencer confessed. He was interviewed by the
Toronto Blue Jays, but Canada was a
bit too far away for the junior from
Mercer Island.
Tom will be back in the fall to work
toward his special education degree,
with an estimated graduation date of
winter 1990. Spencer hopes to be certified for both teaching and training (by
the National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA)) by then. He hopes to
become certified by the NATA by next
· year. This requires 1800 hands-on
hours in the ~rai~g room and three
tests. Spencer has 2500 .hours in the
last three-and-a-half years at CWU.
Next, he has two written tests, and a
hands-on test left, to complete his
NATA certification.

Spencer has heard nothing .but good
is interested in, and that is what he will
things about the Brewer's ·manage- · · most likely do when he is certified and
ment and players. Last year they were . , grad\lated.' '.
only ten games short of the playoffs,
with a win-loss record of 91-71.

·wr.estlers qua11·fy

With that kind of experience, and
stm two years before he graduates,
Tom should have no trouble finding a
suitable job when he does
graduate-and pro baseball is where
he plans to be. ''That is what I have
been working towards, and that is
what I plan to do,'' said the enthusiastic and confident 22-year-old.
Head trainer Gary ·Smith agrees:
''He does most of the training work for
our baseball team (along with Dave
Beymer), and he does a good job. It's a
great opportunity and honor for him to
work with a pro club. That is what he

f0 r nat IO
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By GUILLERMO CABALLERO
Sports Editor

This wrestling season has been an up
and down season for coach Greg Ford;
it seemed nary a week passed without
the team suffering yet another ca.sualty.
However, the long season comes to a
halt this weekend, with all the team's
toil, sweat, and perserverance
Please see Matmen page 12

Announcing:
The End of
Ribbon-Scrounging.
You have a lot of choices with your time. If you enjoy
spending large portions of it trying to find ribbons for your
typewriter or personal computer, you're in for a big disappointment the next time you visit the Bookstore.
·
We now stock over two dozen popular ribbon products
with hundreds more available in only 24 hours.
Waiting until the last minute just won't be the same.
Genuine

Ribbon. Products .

Now available at the Bookstore.

FonnNo. 1768

Here's Sheldon the Computer
Nerd ... the hottest new hunk
on your campus!
He's hip. He's cool He's the
new wave nebbish. Now vou can
discover Sheldon's secret to

Computer Nerd success with
this special offer from your Zenith
Data Systems Campus Contact.
Sheldon gives it a big thumbs up!
Here's the Sheldon Special!

The Zenith Data Systems eaZy"' pc
• Easy to operate ... you
can be up and running

easy-to-use pack·
age of popular PC
applications-also
available with
purchase

within minutes after
opening the box
• Tells vou exactlv what
to do V.;th Microsoft's•

• Periect for stu·

base
• Easv-to-use kevboard
• PC CoamatibilitV to nm
virtuallv all MS-DOS software
·
·
• Special pricing on .Microsoft• Works-an

SllgleSled retail pnce:

$999.00

-ooo

Special Student Price:

s;);)

dents
on a budget and a
schedule!

MS-DOS Manager

• A 14. monochrome

monitor on a tilt-swivel

Sin!de 720K J.. LT Floppy Disk Drive

Also available -.A.ith
Dual 3W Floppy Disk
Drives: and 20~IB
Hard Disk with Single
3Yl" Floppy Drive.

Visit your Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact todar:

data
systems

Ernie Garcia at the
Micro Computer Lab
or
Zenith Data Systems
Student Representative
Brett Fischer
at963;.3045

THE QUAUTY GoES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOE~ ON•
Ask about how you
qualify for easy monthly payments with a Zenith Data Systems Credit Card!

em

Speaal pnang oder good only an purcnascs tl1rouab Zenith Concact<sl lisced above ~ SNdmts. acun,. and sQff for their own use.
No other dlscounts appiy. Limit oae personal computer and one monator per lllCiividual m any 12-month oenod. Pnces subiect to
chanfle without nouce.
·
1987. 2enttti Oat.~ Systems

c
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continued from page 11
culminating in a trip to Pacific
Lutheran University for the NAIA National Wrestling Tournament.
Ford declined to predict how hi5
team will fare or how individual
wrestlers will do. Ever the optimist, he
said he'd like to see everyone do well.
"You never know what's going to
happen at the national tournament.
I've seen a lot of dark horses do really
well. A few years ago, Robin
MacAlpine didn't win a tournament all
year up until districts.'' MacAlpine
was a national champion for CWU a
few years ago.
Reaiistically, the 'Cats that are Central' s best bets to place at nationals are
seniors Chris Riley at 118 lbs., and
heavyweight Bill Walker. Both have

Roar in

tn
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had exceptional seasons for the
Wildcats. Having consistently been the
highest finishers at most of the tournaments in which Central has participated. Also, freshman Sandy
Stevenson, though young, has
demonstrated that he has what it takes
to compete against the veterans.
Ford, however, has much to smile
about going into the tourney this
weekend. All but one wrestler
qualified for nationals at the district
tourney held last week at PLU. Centrai
benefited from the new format that the
district implemented; it allows a
wrestler to qualify even if he has a poor
showing, provided that the wrestlers
that finish in front of him have already
qualified for nationals.
Since Central' s competition at the
district meet had already qualified
many of its wrestlers, Central was able
to advance a large number of its own
wrestlers.

Adeline's A ttiq ue

"SELECTED
"

for a brew!

*HAPPY HOURS*
Mon-Fri 4-6
8-10
Mon-Th
Sat
8-10
962-2888

315 North Main

r-------------~-------,

I·
I

CLASSIFIEDS

One bedroom apartment available after
spring break. Located directly behind Frazzini' s, call for info. 925-3312.

Haircuts, perms, and colors! Professionally trained hairdresser, call 925-7074 Juli.

I
I SECRETARIAL SERVICES: Typing/Word
I Processing-Licensed Professional. Mail-

.22 cal. semi-auto rifle, Glenfield mod. 75.
9 round capacity, $40.00 call 962-3229.

1Theses.
Outs, Reports, Term Projects, Resumes,
SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd.

•*•WIN*•*
A flight and dinner for two to Yakima,
tickets only $1.00. Tickets available in
Hebeler 101, sponsored by Alpha Eta Rho.

1962-6378

I
Television Talent. Take 5 Talent
I Commercial
Studio workshop to be held Feb. 27 and 28.

$50-$100 per day marketing credit cards
on your campus. Full time or part time,
call 1-800-932-0528.

1.~earn to act for television commercials. $50
deposit non-refundable, total cost $175. Call

·
I 925-2522.
I Ellensburg Tan Co .. Sunshine anytime.

Two rooms available for women .$110 a
month, utilities paid. Located 213 E. 8th,
KB Apts. Call 925-4229 for information.

1

Nikon FG-20 camera with Nikon lens.
$250.00, call 925>7200.

I

We
honor all coupons. Room 208 Dav~dson bldg.
925-3933.

I ed,
WORD PROCESSING, TYPING Experiencreasona bl e, fast, accurate, a 11 forms.
I Resume
specialist.
Next to campus.
BOOKMARK SERVICES 962 _6609 or
I 968-3228.
1
I TYPING,
wordprocessing:. term papers,
reports. Over 20 yea.rs experience. Low rates.
I Jean 925-2513 evenings.
·
I
I NEED
$$$ FOR SALE:
Full size bed
$25(w/one set of sheets free!!); Leather jacket
(size 12 worn once!) Typewriter
I $120.00
$75(electric, SEARS II); Long winter jacket
$ 100 (guaranteed to keep you warm in
I Ellensburg's
winter.NEW); A few clothes, size
I 9. Prices as above
or best offer. I also need'a
I :oommate. Call Ronnie-962-3356.
I GOVERNMENT CONFISCATED-Cars and
I Trucks. Save $1,000,s. Porsches, Jeeps, CorBMW's Hondas, Toyotas, etc. Low as
I vettes,
$200. Also, Boats, Motorcycles. SEND $10
Regional Buyer
Kit to:
FEDERAL
I for
RESEARCH. LTD .. Dept-26,P.0. Box 888232,
I Atlanta, GA 30356.
I
I less
Diaper Service! The quality of cotton at far
than the cost of paper. Twice weekly

II
I1
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I

1
I
I

G

PAD! f
t
rt.f. t.
et your
u 11 open wa er ce 1 ica 10n
. h'
d
· d $ 150 s·
t
wit m. a ten ay perw
~gn up a 1
Moser s Men~~ear and Scubs Supplies. Your
home for Levi s. 118 E. 4th, 925-1272.
1

•

1

II
I
I
CLEAR SKIN within 30 days or money back. I
Dermatologist tested, 100 percent natural. I
Gets rid of acne or severe skin problems
w?rks beautifully, complete skin care package I
will smooth face and clear complexion. All
New/Month Supply, Ladies $65.95, Mens I
$32.95-Mail check or money order to 1115
Holly Springs Lane, Colorado Springs CO I
80907 or call Shante 303-528-6449.
I
I
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP PAY! C.I.
121 24th Ave .. N.W. Suite 222, Norman , OK
7 3069.
I1
Summer Camp Staff for CYO Camps, Easter I
Seal Camps, Flying Horseshoe Ranch Camps,
Camp Killoqua, Camp Sealth, Tacoma YMCA I
Camps
YMCA Day
OnFACULTY AND STAFF: Save your face for
posterity! Buy a high-quality 10}.13 family
portrait for only $5.00 (no strings attached!)
Sponsored by the CirkleK Club. Interested?
Call Shawn Buechel at 962-8733.

~nd -Se~ttle

~amps.

I
1
..I
1
~--------------------- .
delivery in
966-7749

Ellensburg.

Phone

Yakima

campus mterv1ews March 3rd, sign-up at the
Placement Office.

THE
UNIVERSITY
STORE
•

•

